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We have reached the third edition of the
Schools newsletter, a
place for us to spread the word about the creative learning universe.
Check out the July news below and don’t forget to send us your suggestions
for our next newsletters at info@aprendizagemcriativa.org.
Let’s get started!

Building

knowledge

The visits of the Creative Schools team to the Brazilian school systems that are part of the Program are still
ongoing. In July, it was time to visit the cities of Recife and Caruaru, both in the state of Pernambuco, and
check out their progress in adopting creative learning. During these technical visits, our team strengthens
bonds, carries out engagement activities, and promotes training for school leaders, teachers, and the staff
from the Departments of Education.
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Time to welcome the

newbies

On July 6th, we announced the second group of
school systems selected by the Creative Schools
Program. The cities of Bragança (PA), Coruripe
(AL), Joinville (SC), Mata de São João (BA), Várzea
Grande (MT), and the states of Alagoas and São
Paulo were chosen to participate alongside the
Municipal Departments of Education of Branquinha
(AL), Caruaru (PE), Curitiba (PR), Jaguariúna
(SP), Recife (PE), Ribeirão das Neves (MG), São
Bernardo do Campo (SP), São Luís (MA), and
Vinhedo (SP), in addition to the State Department
of Education of Rio Grande do Sul, which together
formed the first group to be part of the Program.
In addition to representatives of the selected
school systems and the BCLN, the announcement
event was attended by members of the LEGO
Foundation, the Lemann Foundation, the
mayor of Jaguariúna, Gustavo Reis, and the
Secretary of Education of Recife, Fred Amâncio.
Congratulations to the new school systems and
let’s work together to transform public education
in Brazil!

BCLN in
Also in July, ten BCLN representatives took part
in a Summer internship program at the Center for
Engineering Education and Outreach (CEEO)
at Tufts University in Boston, Massachusetts.
The group consists of two professors from the
Federal Institute of Rio Grande do Sul (IFRS) and
federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFSJ), their
colleagues and graduate students, who are long

boston
standing volunteer members of BCLN, as well as
several BCLN staff members.
In Boston, they were able to research how to
develop low-cost systems that support creative
computing activities in Brazilian schools. The
group also met the team from The Lifelong
Kindergarten of the MIT Media Lab and attended
the Scratch Conference.

August

Leadership Meeting

On August 18th, 19th, and 20th, the
BCLN will promote the 1st Creative
Leadership Meeting at Hotel Monaco,
in Guarulhos (SP). The participants will
include 44 community organizers,
representing the 22 regional centers,

as well as 80 education professionals with
connections to the Creative Schools Program.
Throughout three days, the attendants will
connect, deepen, and improve our creativity
network to further impact Brazilian public
education.

Save the date:
SEpTEMBer 15th
Speaking of events, don’t forget to mark a
special date on your calendar: September 15th
is our Hands-on Day! This is when teachers and
students work together in activities based on
authorship, construction, and creative freedom.
These may be carried out remotely or in person –
in the classroom, library, other school locations, or
even non-formal education environments. Purpose
is key.

Keeping an eye
1 Dialog is the trademark of Recife
We noticed a good practice during the BCLN
team’s technical visit to the Recife Department of
Education: the creation of a communication channel
to welcome and provide open support to school
leaders, community organizers, ambassadors, and
the technical-training team of the institution. This
investment in transparency and dialog enabled
a very strong bond between the Department of
Education team and the schools, which was clear
during our visit to the city.

The Hands-on Day
was created in 2021 by
the BCLN community.
Over 800 projects
were shared during
the first edition of the event, and soon we will send
more info and tips for this celebration.

on our peers

